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Escape of about five per cent of Lyman-a photons
from high-redshift star-forming galaxies
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The Lyman-a (Lya) emission line is the primary observational
signature of star-forming galaxies at the highest redshifts1, and
has enabled the compilation of large samples of galaxies with
which to study cosmic evolution2–5. The resonant nature of the
line, however, means that Lya photons scatter in the neutral inter-
stellar medium of their host galaxies, and their sensitivity to
absorption by interstellar dust may therefore be greatly enhanced.
This implies that the Lya luminosity may be significantly reduced,
or even completely suppressed. Hitherto, no unbiased empirical
test of the escaping fraction (fesc) of Lya photons has been per-
formed at high redshifts. Here we report that the average fesc from
star-forming galaxies at redshift z 5 2.2 is just 5 per cent by per-
forming a blind narrowband survey in Lya and Ha. This implies
that numerous conclusions based on Lya-selected samples will
require upwards revision by an order of magnitude and we provide
a benchmark for this revision. We demonstrate that almost 90 per
cent of star-forming galaxies emit insufficient Lya to be detected
by standard selection criteria2–5. Both samples show an anti-
correlation of fesc with dust content, and we show that Lya- and
Ha-selection recovers populations that differ substantially in dust
content and fesc.

The hydrogen Lya emission line, thanks to its high intrinsic lumi-
nosity (LLya)1, high equivalent width (WLya)6,7 and very convenient
rest-frame wavelength (1,216 Å), continues to act as a staple tracer of
distant star-forming galaxies. However, the Lya transition is a resonant
one, causing photons to scatter in the neutral hydrogen component
(H I) of the interstellar medium, so that path lengths to escape may be
greatly increased compared to non-resonant radiation. Thus, depend-
ing on the content, distribution and kinematics of H I, and the dust
content, fesc for a galaxy may fall anywhere within the range of 0 to 1
(refs 8–11). It follows that for the field of Lya astrophysics to bloom—
from using the line to select high-z galaxies, to a physically meaningful
diagnostic of star formation—a detailed empirical examination of fesc

in cosmological galaxies is essential.
Estimating fesc at high z is extremely challenging, because the

requisite supporting data are observationally expensive to obtain.
Comparison of star-formation rates (SFR) derived from Lya with
those from ultraviolet continuum can be used to infer
,fesc. 5 30–60% from several studies of z 5 2 and 3 Lya sam-
ples4,5,12. However, this assumes that the ultraviolet continuum is
un-attenuated, and is strongly dependent on models of stellar evolu-
tion to provide the respective SFR calibrations13. Furthermore, this
technique is only valid if star formation has proceeded at a constant
rate over the last ,100 Myr. More importantly, restricting analysis to
Lya-selected samples neglects potential star-forming galaxies that do

not show Lya emission. Comparing independently determined Lya
and ultraviolet luminosity functions provides an alternative, but
cosmic variance can easily introduce errors of a factor of two (ref.
5), and the aforementioned uncertainties in SFR calibration remain.
Using theoretical galaxy formation models, lower values of fesc 5 2%
(ref. 14) to 10% (ref. 15) have been estimated at z 5 3, but these
methods suffer from the large number of ad hoc parameter assump-
tions that enter the models. A significant step forward can be taken if
Lya is compared with another, non-resonant hydrogen recombina-
tion line (for example, Ha), since both intrinsic strengths are a direct
function of the ionizing luminosity. This has been done at z 5 0.3,
placing fesc 5 1–2% (ref. 16) but cosmological application is
restricted by the .7 billion years over which galaxies can evolve to
z . 2.

With a new, very deep survey using the ESO Very Large Telescope
(VLT), we have overcome all of these issues simultaneously. We have
performed a blind, unbiased, narrowband imaging survey for Ha
and Lya emission at z 5 2.2 using custom manufactured filters to
guarantee the same cosmic volume is probed in both emission lines
(Supplementary Information). Thus, although cosmic variance does
affect the number of objects in our survey volume, its effect cancels
from any volumetric properties we derive by comparison of the two
samples. With observational limits sensitive to un-obscured SFRs of
1.9 solar masses per year (1.9M[ yr21) in Ha, we identify 55 new Ha
emitters17. Lya observations are sensitive to SFR 5 0.26M[ yr21

assuming fesc 5 1 (fesc 5 0.13 for the faintest Ha emitters), and we
identify 38 new galaxies. Lya and Ha luminosities are shown in Fig. 1
(see also Supplementary Information). Targeting the GOODS-
South18 field, we benefit from some of the deepest broadband optical
and infrared data in existence, compiled into public source catalo-
gues19. From these we obtain stellar spectral energy distributions
(SEDs), which allow us to estimate dust content (EB2V) and intrinsic
SFR. We find all the Ha galaxies and 21 of the Lya emitters in public
catalogues.

From the Lya sample we construct the observed Lya luminosity
function, LF(Lya). Using the same formalism, we derive the first
intrinsic Lya luminosity function, LF(Lya), from the Ha sample,
using measurements of EB2V to correct the Ha luminosity for extinc-
tion, and assuming the standard Lya/Ha line ratio of 8.7 for ioniza-
tion bounded nebulae20 (‘case B’; see Fig. 2). In this way, we obtain
the intrinsic and observed Lya luminosity densities, the ratio of
which leads us directly to a volumetric fesc 5 (5.3 6 3.8)%, with no
dependence on cosmic variance, the evolutionary state of the galaxies,
or calibration uncertainties. The method is sensitive to the dust
correction, as we assume that the same extinction applies to the
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continuum and to Ha, and thus we perform the same test without
correcting Ha luminosities for dust, finding the most conservative
upper limit of (10.7 6 2.8)% — a limit free of any model dependency
whatsoever. This first key result shows that commonly practised sur-
vey estimates of the total Lya luminosity density at z $ 2 will signifi-
cantly underestimate its intrinsic value: on average, only 1 in 20 of the
intrinsic Lya photons reaches the telescope. This may not be surpris-
ing at the highest redshifts (that is, above z 5 6) where an increase in
the neutral fraction of the intergalactic medium may cause significant
suppression of the Lya line21–23, but at z 5 2–4 this effect is likely to be
small, and the photons must be lost in the interstellar medium of
individual galaxies. This result is especially consequential, because
the integrated luminosity density converts directly to the cosmic rate
of star-formation, implying that pure Lya-based estimates of volu-
metric SFR are in need of strong upward revision.

To investigate the origin of this underestimate, we examine the
individual galaxies. Having modelled the SEDs24 for all the objects
found in the broadband catalogues, we obtain homogeneous deriva-
tions of dust extinction (EB2V) and SFR for both samples. From the
Lya and Ha luminosities, EB2V estimates and recombination theory,
we compute fesc in individual sources (limits on fesc are derived for
sources detected in only one line by assigning the 1s limiting flux to
non-detections). In Fig. 3 we show how fesc correlates with EB2V for
our observed galaxies, where we also plot the position of 50,000
synthetic galaxies generated using the ‘MCLya’ radiation transfer
code25, and the fesc–EB2V relationship expected from pure dust
attenuation26. All the synthetic galaxies fall below the theoretical
curve, and every observed galaxy except for one lies within 1s of this
region. This demonstrates how Lya photons are preferentially
absorbed in the interstellar medium of almost all of our galaxies.

Despite the nonlinearity introduced by the multi-parametric Lya
transfer problem, fesc and EB2V remain clearly anti-correlated. The
correlation shows a gradient that is 50% steeper than that predicted
by pure dust attenuation: the effective extinction coefficient, k1216, is
found to be 17.8 instead of 12 for normal attenuation26. More striking
in Fig. 3 is the lack of overlap and significant offset between the
populations: the Lya and Ha samples are almost disjoint in both
quantities. We measure median values of EB2V 5 0.085 (0.23) and
fesc . 0.32 (,0.035) for Lya (Ha) emitters. Furthermore, we find the
median SFRs to be very different between the two samples:
3.5M[ yr21 for Lya, and 10.0M[ yr21 for Ha. Thus Lya galaxies
are significantly less powerful in forming stars, less dusty, and show
higher fesc than Ha galaxies. For Lya, these estimates are based on the
21 brighter galaxies found in public source catalogues and including
the remainder would be likely to increase the disparity between the
samples. In fesc the difference is further accentuated by the fact that we
are considering lower and upper limits for the Lya and Ha samples,
respectively.

Another significant result is that of 55 Ha and 38 Lya emitters, we
detect only 6 galaxies in both lines. These galaxies straddle the indi-
vidual distributions, with 5 of the 6 falling within 1s of the dust
attenuation curve. This is unsurprising when examined in light of
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Figure 1 | Observed Ha and Lya luminosities. Sources detected only in Ha
are shown in red, those detected only in Lya in blue, and common detections
in green. All error bars are 1s photometric uncertainties. Objects undetected
in Lya or Ha are represented as upper limits placed at the detection limits of
the Ha or Lya data, respectively (black dashed lines). The dashed magenta
line shows the Lya/Ha ratio for case B recombination in the absence of dust,
and the dotted line shows Lya5 Ha. For a sample of dust-free galaxies,
complete in both lines, all objects should line up on the recombination line,
with dust and the effects of radiation transfer serving only to move objects
away from the line in the direction of LLya , 8.7LHa . The dashed cyan line
shows 8.7 times the 5s detection limit for Ha applied to the LLya axis. For the
case B recombination ratio, all galaxies falling above this line should be
detected in Ha (see Supplementary Information for more details). No
objects occupy this region of the diagram with significance above 1s.
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Figure 2 | Lya luminosity functions. W is the number density of galaxies per
decade in luminosity; the SFR labelled on the upper abscissa corresponds
directly to the luminosity on the lower. The luminosity function shaded
blue, at lower luminosity, shows the observed luminosity distribution,
derived from the VLT/FORS1 observations. The function shaded cyan, at
higher luminosity, shows the intrinsic luminosity function, denoted
LF(Lya0), derived from the HAWKI observations by correcting the Ha
luminosities for dust attenuation, and multiplying by the case B Lya/Ha
ratio of 8.7. Black open circles show the bins of the respective luminosity
functions, with vertical error bars representing 68% confidence limits. For
the observed LF(Lya), this error is derived from Poisson statistics and
incompleteness simulations alone. For the intrinsic LF(Lya), the error bar
also includes the error on the dust correction which is randomized on every
realization of the Monte Carlo simulation, allowing galaxies to jump
between adjacent bins (see Supplementary Information for details). The
shaded regions associated with each luminosity function represent the
regions of 68% confidence derived from the Monte Carlo. For each
realization, both intrinsic and observed LF(Lya) are regenerated and fitted
with the Schechter function; integration over luminosity between 0 and
infinity then provides us with the observed and intrinsic Lya luminosity
densities. Volumetric fesc follows directly as the ratio of these two quantities,
and is found to be (5.3 6 3.8)%. Scaling the 68% limits of the intrinsic
LF(Lya) by this fraction in luminosity results in the dashed black lines,
which clearly and comfortably encompass the observed distribution.
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the individual samples, but it is unlikely that such a relationship
would have been predicted on the basis of the z < 0 objects of similar
luminosity, where little obvious correlation is found between the two
line intensities8,27–29. The fact that so few Ha emitters are detected in
Lya can be attributed to a combination of two factors. First, the
extinction coefficient at Lya is substantially larger than at Ha
(k1216 5 12.0 compared to k6563 5 3.33)26: the median EB2V for the
Ha emitters corresponds to a 50% reduction in Ha luminosity but an
fesc value of just 7%. Second, the fact that only Lya scatters serves to
exacerbate this, and the grey points in Fig. 3 show how fesc can be
reduced to below 1%, even with minuscule dust contents. Indeed, for
constant star formation (after the equilibrium time of ,100 Myr)
with a ‘standard’ initial mass function and metallicity, WLya is ,80 Å
(refs 6, 7), and preferential suppression of Lya by just a factor of 4
would render a galaxy undetected in the survey. Short-lived burst
scenarios increase WLya to .200 Å (refs 6, 7), requiring preferential
attenuation factors of ,10; these are still easily attainable at very
modest EB2V (ref. 11). Similarly, the low number of Lya sources
detected in Ha is explained by the large range of escape frac-
tions exhibited by star-forming galaxies: Lya selection preferentially

finds galaxies with higher fesc values and smaller attenuation in Ha,
resulting in line ratios nearer the recombination value and compara-
tively faint Ha. This pushes the Ha fluxes below our detection limit
for most galaxies, despite the very deep Ha data.

Increasing the number of co-incident detections is extremely
challenging observationally. Owing to the wide range of relative line
intensities, a large range of luminosities needs to be spanned in both
lines, requiring each observation to be both wide and deep. This is
currently feasible in Lya, but large (,0.5 degree2) infrared imagers
are still non-existent on telescopes of the 8–10-m class. Extending this
survey to higher redshift will remain unfeasible until the James Webb
Space Telescope comes online.
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